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Peter Fishbum receives von Neumann prize 

IIl Tep  m !6ypH IIOay IaeT npeMmo qbOH He nvta ia 

PETER C. FISHBURN, researcher from the Lucent Bell Laboratories (formerly, AT&T Bell 
Labs) and a pioneer in application of intervals to decision making, has been awarded the 1996 
John yon Neumann Prize, the highest prize given in the field of operations research and 
management science. This prize was awarded by the Institute for Operations Research and the 
Management Sciences to Fishburn "for his remarkable, extensive, and seminal contributions to 
the fields of individual and group choice under uncertainty." 

Among other methods, Fishburn pioneered the use of intervals in decision making, first 
in his 1964 book Decision and Value Theory (Wiley, N.Y.) and, then, in his seminal monograph 
Interval Orders and Inter~ Graphs, Wiley, N.Y., 1985. 

Best student paper award 

I pHa 3a ay imylo c  xe ecKylO pa6oTy 

In 1993, the editorial board of the Interua/ Computat/ons journal (now called Reliable Computing) 
announced that papers submitted for the special student issue will be automatically entered into 
an annual Best Student Paper contest. 

The referee reports and the reports from the members of the editorial board of" Reliable 
Computing served as the basis for choosing the best paper. It was a difficult decision to make 
because we have received several excellent papers. 

We are pleased to announce the results. The 1996 best student paper award is conferred 
to the paper Newton's ccn~ant of gravitation and verified numm@al quad'rature by Oliver Hohmann, 
Bruno Lang, and Holger Schuett. This paper is published in Reliable Computing 9. (3) (1996), 
pp. 229-240. 

In addition to being a very good paper, it is devoted to an important application (mea- 
suring the gravitational constant) that has led to a good publicity for interval computations (in 
D/scover, one of the major popular science journals). 

Congratulations to Oliver Holtzmann, the student author of this paper, and thanks to all 
other students authors for their excellent job. 

Oliver Holtzmann, the student author of this paper, will, as promised, get a free one-year 
subscription to Reliable Comtn~ng. 

VLADIK KKF/NOVICH and GCwr~ MAYER, 
co-editors of the student issue 


